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FROM THE AUTHOR
Art of Rewarding Responsibilities (AORR)

“jhsh‰¿¤ jªj bghUbsšyh« j¡fh®¡F
ntsh©ik brŒj‰ bghU£L."
[True responsibility lies in sharing the persevered reward with the needy.]
Reward is redefined…as right turned upside down is responsibility so is
reward,-an illustration of Karma theory. The book is a simplified version of
Karma in the form of reward and responsibility. Even you don't believe;
doesn't matter browse to the manifold pearls of wisdom. A few minutes
of reading will unfurl many countless myths. Try, you won't regret it.
You are a reward. Your body, the mind is a reward. Your being on this earth
is a reward. To witness the magic of creation is a reward. Three square
meals a day is a reward. A parent, employment, wife, children and it is
unlimited. If you don't agree better stop reading.
Now managing the reward will award you further. Managing is an
amazingly simple task provided to you to respect the donor with
gratitude. Your faith matters here. Who is the donor?
Two belief systems work here.
First, the donor is GOD. If you have any respect, you can't belittle the gift
of God-your body, mind, and all allied rewards -that you are carrying.
Preserve and utilise the reward to the fullest extent. The second, selfbelief, like the author, considering I am responsible for everything and
going to take care of my body and mind meticulously in every sphere of
Healthy lifestyle. (The ideology of Hindu dharma, So ham...i.e., I’m That)
I will not misuse/ abuse my rewards, rather preserve, and donate after my
death. If I don't manage properly, I will be losing this reward in the next
birth. If your receptacle is ready, the rewards are prepared to flow
perennially into yours. Go ahead! Forge forth!
All the best
(Dr. P.R. Subas Chandran)
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Art of Rewarding Responsibilities
The reward is now redefined. You are a reward. Your holistic body, mind,
organs, a job, friends and relatives are a reward. Your being on this earth is a
reward. Three square meal is a reward. A parent, employment, wife,
children and above all, all the five senses intact working to your command is
another excellent reward. You are already rewarded enough. If one is
rewarded, then what is one's responsibility means?
Now managing the reward is the responsibility provided you have great
respect towards the donor. Who is the donor? The donor is Mother Nature.
If you have great respect towards her, you cannot belittle your body, mind,
heart, soul, blood flesh and other innumerable rewards that you are endowed
with. Preserving the reward means utilising the reward responsibly. Your
eyes are one of the rewards and use this vision to perceive, store, and
recollect better things, and show it when needed.
In other words, every reward, if you do not effectively manage, then there is
a possibility of missing or losing this reward. You are responsible, and it is
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your responsibility to be preserved as if the most significant treasury that
you have earned through your hard work.
If you are ready, the rewards are ready to flow perennially. Please think once
again how you are going to use your intellect to multiple the rewards. Happy
to know that this handbook is loaded with parables anecdotes, stories,
music, fun and whatnot. Kudos to Dr. Subas Chandran for taking up this
novel concept for the benefit of readers.

Dr. J. M. Vyas
Director General
Date: 7th May 2020
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Art of Rewarding Responsibility

“

Mother: Honey! Wake up! Brush your teeth.
Sweety: What will you give me, if I brush my teeth?
Mother: Gee! Why should I give you anything? If you
brush your teeth today you won’t have cavity
problem later!
Sweety: Well animals don’t brush their teeth?
Whence arise the cavity

Sweety: …there’s an equal and opposite reaction.

“

Mother: Dearie! Heard of 24 injections around the naval
for dog bite? That’s why For every action ….

Consider you greeted someone on his birthday or wished him
good morning with full of positivity, cheerfulness and
courteousness. What would you expect in return?
Obviously a reply or response of same positive intensity! That’s what
Bhagavad-Gita or the Bible teaches. What you give is what you get
or more quotably “What you sow you Reap.” But you get a negative
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response? It is this negativity that hits you hard right on the face that
deeply hurts! You don’t understand the reason for such negative
response, do you?
You then pause to introspect. You start analyzing the righteousness
of the famous quote from the holy books and even after thorough
analysis you fail to comprehend why your positivity has not been
reciprocated positively. Now, having failed to get an answer for your
introspection; you don’t merely begin to lose faith in it still,
retrospect what went wrong with it, where? How?
Ÿ The first reason for the manner of response from the other person
is that the person lacks the ability to absorb positivity. Your
cheerfulness, gratitude and courtesy have gone into a porous
vessel that’s full of holes and drains off. So it is quite cynical.
Ÿ The second reason could be that the receiver might not have
been in a composed state of mind at that time even though you
have given her/him more than desirability or even deservedness.
The receiver’s receptacle has been perforated. Whatever you
gave got drained off or his mind set was bubbling and you have
given him milk which evaporated. So, it becomes critical to assess
the fruitfulness and worthiness of the vessel you fill in. You cannot
simply keep sowing in a land that is sterile or fallen fallow.
Ÿ In a similar way, reaping is also important. If you find the receiver
is not eligible or not the right kind of source, you will refrain from
sowing. There’s yet another interpretation that most mankind
fails to accept: You can’t afford to expect the same response from
the same person at all times. Here where we philosophize
emotions and sentiments.
Ÿ The third perspective is the receiver being good but the return is
not good. What could be the reason? It could be related to the
13
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philosophy of the Dharma of Karma. According to the Karma
theory, you were unable to reap what you had sown because you
have done something wrong in the previous birth and so, you
were not acknowledged with the right gift properly. If you feel
that this is not right, then forget about it.
My main motive is to reinstate, we want to give a couple of
alternative solutions to a problem, thereby keeping you with your
acceptance of the ground reality of ‘sow and reap’ is not going to
disturb your mindset. You have sown but you have not got a proper
return, to which the reason could be one of three the
aforementioned. The third reason is more relevant because in spite
of the receiver being good and the time being good you did not reap
well. [The Gita also says: fulfill your responsibility; let reward take its
own course* there’s still time to contemplate on the saying.]
There must have been events, the best season, the best seed, the
best water and best time could not give you the best outcome
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because you must have witnessed many a time a sudden downfall,
an abrupt flooding or bad weather and an untimely cropping might
have killed or washed away the fertility of the ground or the crop.
Introspect now and do it the right. Do you realize who should be
blamed? That’s what we call the Dharma of Karma. So, be
prepared and suit up to accept the ‘sow and reap’ theory in every
possible way.
Reward: A gift or a kind of appreciation by words or deeds for eg.:
Pat on the back or presenting something beyond imagination call it
a ‘token’, a laudable gesture or a look. It’s like inheriting a treasure.
So, anything given to you irrespective of your doing a work or not, by
a mighty person, the all-powerful pervasive is called reward.
Mother Nature is always kind, very great and more magnanimous
than we think of. She is mighty, yet gracious. She always wants to
take over all sorts of charity and be the pioneer of benevolence.

“

“Mother Nature has the power to please,
to calm, to comfort and to nurture one’s soul.”

15
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It could be her character or her culture and trait. We are all products
of Mother Nature wherein we too imbibe such traits and are already
rewarded even before taking responsibility.
We are rewarded in many forms. Being born as a human being is a
reward in itself. Million lives are born on mother earth, be it dog,
donkey, ant, worms, amoeba or anything significantly or
insignificantly seen or unseen. The life span of these products or the
lives could range from a split second to thousand and ten thousand
years. Trees live for more than 7000 years. So, the life span is not the
concern here. Fact stranger than fiction is, that Mother Nature goes
on generating lives after lives and among them the most elevated or
the supremo species or the ultimate product is human being.

“

Janthu naam narah janmah dhurlabham
[The rarest of gifts is, being born human].
Aridharidhu maanidar aadhal aridhu
maanidar ayinum koonkurdu sevidu
pedu neengip pirathal aridhu
pedu neengip pirandha kaalaium
gnanamum kalvium nayathal aridhu
gnanamum kalvium nayandha kaalaium
dhaanamum thavamum thaanseyal aridhu
dhaanamum thavamum thaanseiva raayin
vaanavar naadu vazhithiran dhidumay

“

To be born as a human being itself is an evolution that your past
karma or karmas of many births or your unknown or known will
power might have brought you out on the Mother Earth, that means
in the womb itself, when you were about to be crafted or created by
mother nature, your father and mother might’ve transferred energy
and in the process, 40 crore cells have traversed from father to
16
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mother. *Among them, you were the one who swam, setting aside
the rest, fought against those swimmers, pushing them aside and
become the one that conceived. You didn’t have eyes, legs or hands
but you swam. Fertilized and became a baby. Before proceeding
further, understand that you are a born winner, Rewarded with the
abilities of being a winner. If you still have questions lingering in your
mind whether I am a product of happiness then please be informed
that you are. Undoubtedly 100%! Beyond a minuscule of doubt, you
are born out of happiness – engineered by your parents. Parents
couldn’t have crafted you out of lament. It could only mean
procreation is born out of ecstasy. (Let other negative thoughts be
kept at bay). If this is what you are, there is another amazing fact you
have to know. You are one of the 40,00,00,000 participants who
pushed aside the remaining 39,99,99,999 who were racing to
fertile.... You won such a great race. Are you not special? Are you not
rewarded, knowingly or unknowingly/ asked or unasked, Are you
not great? This is not the end... You are unique. There is no other
person like you in the class of seven billion people. Yes! You are the
only one and this uniqueness is the great identity. So you can say –
I am great, one in seven billion and above all born here to lead a
happy life.
If you, for 9 months, safely groomed in the womb, it is the biggest
reward in the sense; there are premature babies who die, before or
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after the delivery. There are children
who never come out alive even though
they grow for 8-9 months. In the
conceptual level itself, you become the
one is a blessing in disguise, a boon in
itself, which means your good deeds or
karmas have rewarded you to become
a human being. This is why the author
has made a statement earlier: rewards
are bestowed whether you work for them or not*.
Now the question is, why are you rewarded? It is because Mother
Nature thought it is how responsibility can be posed into the
receiver. As it is believed, Success is failure turned inside out,
Rewards are granted to realize the responsibility for, to whom much
is given much more is expected.
The question here is how without fulfilling responsibility, can one be
rewarded? Is it right on the part of Mother Nature to reward
someone without knowing whether he would do justice and be
responsible or not.
In mundane life it is believed, take the responsibility and reward
comes. For example, you serve and you get your salary. You drive
and only then does the vehicle move. You water the plant and quite
naturally the tree grows. There is always the application of actionreaction theory but in the contradictory manner to what Mother
Nature does.
Mother Nature gives first and asks to perform later, whereas in
common life, you perform and only then will you be rewarded
(sometimes even after performing, you are not). ‘If you don’t perform…
well then… don’t expect any reward.’
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Return of
Investment (ROI)

ASOCIETYGROWS
GREATWHENOLDMEN
PLANTTREESWHOSESHADE
THEYKNOWTHEYSHALL
NEVERSITIN.

Return of investment (ROI) is a ratio between net profit (over a
period) and cost of investment (resulting from an investment of
some resources at a point in time). A high ROI means the
investment's gains compared favourably to its cost. As a
performance measure, ROI is used to evaluate the efficiency of an
investment or to compare the efficiencies of several different
investments. If in economic terms, it is a way of relating profits to
capital invested, in humdrum parlance, Reward is always linked with
responsibility.
The wheel of life teaches, According to Lord Buddha, the principle of
Return of Investment. What we sow that we reap. The past wronging
has to have its shadow overcast in the future or the present.
The wronging done in the past is the ROI of your present dismay vice
versa. The good labour and care given in our youth is the present
protected life all. In case the ROI doesn’t seem rhythmic with what
we experience, i.e., a kind and concerned is left uncared, or the
harsh brutality misanthropic attitude towards others is rewarded a
comly and peaceful life then the
rationale is undoubtedly dharmic
adharma i.e., what you sow you don’t
reap . the negative capability maybe
attributed to the additive ability.
It means too many negatives turn
positive, you see!
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Magniloquent wisdom and
benevolence of nature
Yet with Mother Nature, you are the
bestower and the bestowed of
rewards because she thinks this is
one stupendous way to fine tune or
mould or engineer or cultivate and
inculcate culture in you and all of this
is possible only because she doesn’t
do any business.
The business of Nature is to give, give and give... unconditionally
and receive nothing conditionally in return.
-Author

She wants to give the best of best to her children. The receiver will
repay what Mother Nature has given him. Reflecting on the
righteousness of hers one should assess what’s happening in reality.
Without going into the merits and de-merits let me explain or
narrate more efficaciously the philosophy behind Rewards and
Responsibilities.
You are destined to be human being and after 9 months, you are
born. The first thing the doctors examine is functionality of your vital
organs and once they know you were born alright and with an able
body, your parents feel really happy and relieved. The happiness
caused by your able body is a reward to you. As told earlier, many
children die before birth. They can’t get to see the light of the day.
Many children die after birth. Many live in incubation for couple of
months and then they die. 5% of the whole population in the world is
handicapped.
20
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What have you got to do with it??? Well… you have nothing to do
with it. But, you were not one among those who make the society
and nature a liability to you. It is in these circumstances that one
should realize the value of life and pay gratitude for the reward.
Gratitude

“

Gratitude is an all pervasive energy
that is more beneficial to the beneficiary
than the beneficient

“

The world’s ultimate and powerful word is love and gratitude
enriches, which brings out the ultimate energy in human beings. Did
you ever think of the 6% of world’s population that suffers due to
subjugation (physical/mental/emotional)? If you are not one among
them, then you are one of those privileged. Yes! If you have a square
meal, thank one million little children who die of unavailability of
food. If you have a place to sleep, then thank for not being one in
more than 20% of the world population that sleep on the
pavements/ platforms. If you have a rug to protect you from biting
cold, thank that you are not among the people dying on the street.
If you are a literate, be grateful for not being one of the 38%
illiterates. If you are one who has parents, offer your gratitude for
not being one of those million orphans. If you can make your
livelihood every day, kneel and submit your prayer for sparing you
from being any of those billions of unemployed. If you have 10 liters
of water to bathe (I do with 10 liters) thank that you are not one of
the three billion whose access to fresh water is preposterous.
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Yes! My dear you have million reasons
to render gratitude where you are
surrounded by unlimited privileges.
The moment you started rendering
thanks (gratitude) you are not only the
receiver but also the first beneficiary.
Then the body secretes a chemical
“Catecholamine” which soothes your
body and mind. (Yes! It generates
adrenaline when you get angry). Pay tribute the moment you get out
of your bed, thank every inanimate things – bed, pillows, pullover,
bathroom, etc. This regular exercise will assure you a new lease of
life with all prosperity.

Count your blessings
not the trouble
If you have only one leg, pull yourself up because look… you still have
another leg. If you were born without both legs, I understand it’s not
easy but you have hands. If neither two hands nor legs, it’s still not
the end of the all because you have a heart, a liver, a pair of kidneys,
a charming and elegant face and penetrating eyes. All that I’m
trying to insinuate is that you’ll have to look at what you have rather
than what you don’t. Suppose you go on cursing and then make your
life more miserable, those parts are not going to come back or grow.
Hence, a wiser option is to develop the faculty with whatever you
have in order to develop your personality.
If something is lost nothing is lost;
even if everything is lost there’s still something to go
22
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You are rewarded with the ability of being a human, coming to
Mother Earth. Accept that this very fact is a reward in itself and
believe that in the process you are being taken care of by parents
(another reward). Question yourself if that is all you got? Let me
write this to you.
Ÿ You have a shelter; another reward.
Ÿ You have mother’s milk; yet another reward.
Ÿ You have been growing normally; one of the best rewards
you can get.
Ÿ You are taken care of by siblings and relatives; blessed reward.
Ÿ Having three - square meal a day is another reward. Understand
quickly that you are already loaded, blessed, showered with
reward after reward and are graced with tons of them.
Now, Mother Nature will keep an eye on you. Listen to yourself
and you can hear her asking “Son…. I have showered upon you, so
many rewards. When are you going to do justice to what you have
received in life?
Somebody gives you a gift, what do you do? You don’t just return gift
but give additive gift to them and in different forms. Someone
attends your marriage, you will attend their marriage. Agreed?
In case, someone attends your marriage with gifts, you instinctually
think that you should also attend their marriage with gifts. This is just
a meagre example to prove that there is ‘stimulus – response theory’
in every aspect of life but where does this theory go in the case of
being rewarded with a human life? Remember that you are already
rewarded befittingly, profusely. This embeds on us; the luckiest,
fortunate and a sweet burden, which is to return gift / reward which
otherwise reminds you of your responsibility.
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This, my friend, can be in the form of service to mankind, fellowmen,
brotherhood, relatives, nature, etc. Prophet Mohammed would
thank everything around him that he used. It is time to question
ourselves if each one of us has rectitude? Are we fair and square to
Mother Nature? Are we doing justice? Are we returning gift? Having
taken the reward, having enjoyed the reward, your turn has come to
repay and in different forms.
“Service to mankind is service to nature” The Creator has sent you
to return the reward so that in the process, you can elevate yourself
to a higher pedestal in the next birth or instrumental in
strengthening to face any hurdle in the present birth .
When you are laden with rewards and you don’t repay them
imagine what happens. Let me put across my point very simply yet
poignantly.

Ex-1: Consider that you have been given `1 crore. Like all of us do,
you naturally keep it under lock and key; don’t use it. Can you guess
what happens? Neither you eat nor does the society eats. One day
you will die and money will be looted by someone else. Yes my
friend. You got it absolutely right this time. It will be of no use to
anybody.
Ex-2: Suppose you are given one bag of paddy. You obviously know
that if you sow it, it will return 30 bags to you. Now, you don’t return
(sow) but retain; the paddy will just rot and will be of no use to
anybody. The paddy cannot be sowed in the farm land anymore.
It has gone waste.
Am I wrong? No! I can’t be wrong because it is the subject of Mother
Nature. She has taught all this and I am only sharing it all with you.
Listen carefully! It is not just your subject or mine. It is our subject.
24
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If the gift you have received is in different forms, something like two
eyes, two hands, able body etc. it becomes your duty, responsibility
and devoir to use those rewards only to return gift Mother Nature by
doing something good and useful to the deserving. In the process,
over a span of 30-40 years, you’ll have done so many karmas,
which will be deposited into your account and then rewarded in next
birth or will be by something beyond imagination.

Ex-3: Someone who was considered not knowledgeable, who had
no capabilities and looked very odd is a billionaire now. How? It is
because of the kind of karmas in the past that have rewarded him
with wealth. Responsibility of the past birth has come as the Reward
in this birth.
Wondered why you always get baffled at knowing that an ordinary
guy like him is enjoying all the fruits you could not enjoy? Well…now
you tell me if the Karma theory is not the reason then what could be
the reason.
I don’t endorse the idea of reincarnation. I’m trying to analyze the
fact that there must be some logic, which according to me is that our
deeds of the past birth have taken the form of rewards. If you are
unable to reason it out then I’d recommend you not to wait till next
birth to see. Instead, do it now and see. Love ten people and realise
the benefit. Say good things and you will see the reaction instantly.
Every system has an action - reaction theory in which you are
benefitted with the karma of the past or the present. Now, we have
been reiterating that karma theory applies in every walk of life
provided we believe that it does. If you, for your own reasons don’t
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believe so, please pass it on to
someone who does or even better,
just dump this book in a garbage bin.
Without going into the past birth, let
us look into the contours of the
present. When you pelt stone at
somebody they’ll hit you or at least
react violently. We all know that, don’t
we? Very well then… go to an abandoned well and shout I love you
at it. The echo is a multiple repetition of what you have said as the
well resounds. Similarly, when you say ‘Idiot’, you will get thrice the
same which means:

“What you Sow, you Reap”
The Bible says it and this is what Lord Jesus, Lord Buddha and Lord
Krishna have said too. If you have faith in God, you should also try to
believe that your karma of the past and the present matters.
The Time Period?
Coming to the subject of reward, you are already rewarded,
endowed with, and given way beyond your desirability and your
capability. You are vulnerable to deter… purely deter. Having taken
so many gifts from Mother Nature, from Lord, so many gifts from the
society, you are bound to restore the gifts. Serve in any form you feel
right. You can start with donating one pair of clothes if you have two.
You eat thrice, share one.
Similarly, even the death should be a return of
gift. Donate your organs. I have donated mine,
it is in my will. You and your organs are grown
from the nourishment you received from this
planet. These organs have been harvested in
26
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your body to be reused and not to perish in pyres. I don’t believe that
by burning the body, ‘moksha’ can be attained. Show me where it is
written. But if you believe that the body needs to be burnt, let it be
burnt but donate the organs. They don’t belong to you. These
organs have been developed over the years by nature’s food,
shelter and society’s contribution because in the womb, you were
only invisible cell among 40crores. You attained these evolutions as
you grew in the womb in order to become a human being with all
organs. All of these are nothing but the contributions from the
society inclusive of your parents. Even the food is from society;
so, return the gift even after death.
Write a will that, “all my wealth…” you need not write because
without writing, your children, official/unofficial wife will take it.
Yes! They will even if they have to go to court but willingly you can
give only organs by repeating all these virtues towards all the
beneficiaries in the society. All the billionaires have done it.
They have rendered…. an invisible or visible service to the mankind.
By doing this, you will rise up to greater heights. Emphasizing on this
particular theory, you can try it for yourself looking at somebody’s
happiness. They have made somebody happy and so are happy
today. If somebody is depressed then they have pushed many
people in the darkness of sorrow and dejection. Since you are
rewarded you have to return the reward in the form of service.
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Anecdote
One of my friends, Mr. Gurushankar, is the Vice-Chairman of
Meenakshi Mission Hospitals. His driver used to receive a salary of
50 – 60 thousand per month. This person thought he could ask
because he had taken up additional and greater responsibilities.
Apart from being a driver, he used to do cleaning, cooking,
plumbing, electrical works, shoe polishing, using little software and
hardware and above all responding telephonic calls, etc. and
continues to do so even now. He is multi talented and more
importantly knows how to put them to use.
One day he placed a resignation letter to which Mr. Gurushanker
was shocked and asked, “Isn’t your salary enough?
“No Sir, I want to go to my friends who are drivers and teach them
how to be capable enough to draw a salary of `.60,000/month.
Today, he runs an organisation in Chennai, where every candidate
earns `.60 – 70,000/month, but their jobs include more
responsibility and also reward that shows in multiples.
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Reward & Responsibility concept shows that anyone, everyone,
anywhere, given an opportunity, gives as much as he can without
expecting more because he knows he has already received.
Don’t think you are doing something great; you are only returning
the gift. None for that matter can claim that he has done a
wonderful job. You are executing the job of debtor. Nature gives you
visa. While donating, a question may arise whether the receiver is
genuine to get it the answer is : “none of our business. Did Mother
Nature cross check your eligibility to receive sunshine/rain? She
simply gives now let us give. If the receiver is a betrayer it is his
business. Remember the load which was put on your head. You are
only taking it off by returning and this goes into your account.
Now, there is a competition between the creator and the created;
the sculptor and the sculpture. Compete with Mother Nature by
giving more and more. Challenge Mother Nature’s concept by doing
so and show her that it is not just hers or your forte. It is our forte.
When you give as much as you can more and more to humanity, she
will obviously appreciate but always remember that you can only
follow her traits because we are her products and we can only
replicate a mere 10%-15% of what she is and does.
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Since She does everything indiscriminately and unconditionally we
must also follow this trait of Hers. When the sun shines, it gives light
to all the trees irrespective of a cactus or an apple tree. There is no
discrimination on its part with respect to giving. It does so, just
because it is its nature to give. So, don’t quantify your responsibility
of giving. Don’t rationalise and scrutinize the right and wrong, up
and down of giving. Since it is not your business you shouldn’t be
doing so.
Your business is only to give because Mother Nature’s philosophy is
only to give and we are her products and we need to follow the
same. Responsibility is to give, to love, to only donate, to care for
fellow beings, to share as much with the society as we can and be
happy to only be born as an angel in the next birth! Adieu!
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